Year 11 English Literature Revision Homework Timetable
September 2019 – December 2019
GCSEs in English Language and English Literature will be assessed entirely by examination. The qualification is un-tiered,
which means that all students will sit the same papers, regardless of ability. In particular, the course content for English
GCSE Literature is considerable greater than in previous years. Regular revision is the key to examination success!
Component 1 - 2hr Exam

Component 2 - 2 ½ hr Exam

Section A: Macbeth- 1 extract question (20 mins) 1 essay Section A: An Inspector Calls – 1 extract based question
question (40 mins)
(45 mins)
Section B: Post – 1789 Poetry* 1 question on single
poem from anthology (20 mins)
1 question comparing 2 poems from the anthology (40
mins) *Copies of the anthology are not allowed in the
exam.

Section B: A Christmas Carol – 1 extract based question
(45 mins)
Section C: Unseen poetry – 1 question on single poem
(20 mins) 1 question comparing 2 poems (40 mins)

TERM 1
Week beginning

Session 1

Session 2

Class Tests/
Exams/Gate

Teacher will provide you with a short task. See Classcharts.

2/9/2019

9/9/2019

Quotation sheets for: An Inspector Calls, Macbeth, A Christmas Carol and
the Anthology will be given to you in class. Start to learn them. Self check
and get your family and carers to help you. You’ll be tested in the gate
most mornings!

Quotation sheets for: An Inspector Calls, Macbeth, A Christmas Carol and the
Anthology will be given to you in class. Start to learn them. Self check and get
your family and carers to help you. You’ll be tested in the gate most mornings!

An Inspector
Calls quotes in
class
Gate quotes!

16/9/2019

Revise the Love poems from the Anthology. Use GCSEPod podcasts to
help you. Create key quotations lists for each poem. 5 quotes per poem.
Maybe create a love song to help you remember them!
Draw a diagram of thematic links between different poems across the
Anthology.

Revise the poem ‘Cozy Apologia’ in detail and learn at least 3 key quotations
from it. Use GCSEPOd and YouTube to help you.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cRRHF9e7Zeo&t=37s
Can you tell the story of the poem?
Which other poems does it link well with and why/

An Inspector
Calls Quotes in
class
Gate quotes!

23/9/2019

Revise the plot of Macbeth and create a timeline of events for each act
and scene. Use the link to the animated version to help you.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qfnUq2_0FOY
Also refer to your revision guides, GCSEPod and GCSEBitesize.
GO LARGE! Put a timeline around your bedroom wall?
Be creative! Draw the events in order sequence. Watch the film too!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YpKWWK0Pj34

Create a list of 10 key quotations for Macbeth. Create a memory fan, song,
banner, bunting, memory palace as an aid to help you. Bring it in to class to
show your teacher.
Watch the Mr Bruff song for ideas. Click the link below.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SQqxVpOPQTA&list=PLqGFsWf-PcCMpq89C0yaU5scvuYiIKuL&index=52

Gate quotes!

30/9/2019

Re-read An Inspector Calls. Create a timeline of events in the play. Use
your revision guides and the links below.
Below is a link to the BBC drama of An Inspector Calls:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zz1GS5fufg4

Revise the characters in the play. Watch podcasts about them using GCSEPod
and Youtube. Click links below for help.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L6u2-v5aS-Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KtLBmtkWSX8

Gate quotes!

7/10/2019

Revise the themes in An Inspector Calls. Watch podcasts about them using
GCSEPod and Youtube. Click the links below for help. Make notes.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CZCOZ3lpc_g&index=1&list=PLQovV
w7yuGiKB1CuvXyASbqvpLrXYIyQq

Exam question practice – extracts will be given to you in class.
Ensure you know at least 10 key quotes you could use.

AIC exam
question 45mins
Gate quotes!

Week beginning

Session 1

Session 2

Class Tests/
Exams

14/10/2019

Revise the Nature poems from the Anthology. Use GCSEPod podcasts to
help. Create key quotation lists for each poem to show your teacher. 5
quotes per poem.
Can you be creative?

Revise the poem ‘To Autumn’ by John Keats. Use GCSEPod and the attached
YouTube links to help you.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=plz-XsgdHIk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VCWDEt9xfqY

A Christmas
Carol Quotes in
class!
Gate quotes!

21/10/2019

Revise the poem Hawk Roosting and its theme of power. Read and
annotate the poem with key points. Use GCSEPod to help you. Think
about how it links to Ozymandias and make some comparative
comments.

Revise the poem ‘Ozymandias’ by Percy Shelley. Read and annotate the poem
with key points. Use GCSEPod and the attached Mr Bruff podcast to help you.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d_Egz2bDQ0o

A Christmas
Carol Quotes in
class!
Gate quotes!

28/10/2019
HALF-TERM

Revise the war poems in the Anthology and write a synopsis of each
one. Include 5 key quotations. Make links between each one.

Research and revise the poem ‘Dulce et Decorum Est’ by Wilfred Owen. Read
and annotate the poem with key points. Use GCSEPod and the attached
Youtube podcast to help you. Which poems would you link it to and why/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PUBmoRuMwvk

Gate quotes!

4/11/2019

Watch a variety of podcasts which analyse all scenes in Act1 of Macbeth
in detail. GCSEPod and Youtube have a wide variety. Look at the Mr
Bruff link below. Make notes about each scene.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UNNOq1Tx1Ek&index=1&list=PLq
GFsWf-P-cCMpq89C0yaU5scvuYiIKuL

Continue to makes notes on Macbeth using relevant podcasts.
Act 2. Be creative with your notes. Colour code maybe?

Gate quotes!

11/11/2019

Continue to makes notes on Macbeth using relevant podcasts.
Act 3. Maybe make a pyramid?

Continue to makes notes on Macbeth using relevant podcasts.
Act 4. Create a rap about the act? Or, write a mini speech?
Continue to makes notes on Macbeth using relevant podcasts.
Act 5. Why don’t you get your family to test you now?

Gate quotes!

18/11/2019

Watch a film version of A Christmas Carol to help remind you of the
events in the text. There are plenty on Youtube for free.
Re-read A Christmas Carol. Create a timeline of events for each
stave/chapter. Watch analysis podcasts on characters in your text.
GO LARGE! Put a large timeline up in your house? Stick your timeline on
the wall next to the loo?
Are you an artist? Draw your interpretation of each stave.

Watch podcasts on the context in your text. Use GCSEPod/Youtube podcasts
for guidance. Make notes to show your teacher. Click the links below for
ideas.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mpMdy9YGdZc&list=PLqGFsWf-PcD6Q25r3wSEIHP6JIU8UK-f&index=4
Watch podcasts on the structure of the text A Christmas Carol.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sZB-G4882aM

Gate quotes!

TERM 2
Week beginning

Session 1

Session 2

Class Tests
/Exams

25/11/2019

Watch podcasts on the themes in your text. Use GCSEPod/Youtube
podcasts for guidance. Make notes to show your teacher. Click the links
below for ideas.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G0eLsYz017M

Exam practice questions will be given to you in class.
Ensure you know at least 10 quotations from the novella.

A Christmas Carol
exam question 45
mins
Gate quotes!

2/12/2019

Revise Eric in An Inspector Calls. Use GCSEPod and the link to
YouTube below:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_1j6J3vjOUI

Revise Sheila in An Inspector Calls. Use GCSEPod and the link to
YouTube below:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fn2FHCvqMys

Gate quotes!

9/12/2019

Revise the Inspector in An Inspector Calls:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XZm1Gwr3U2M

Revise Eva Smith/Daisy Renton in An Inspector Calls:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vDL9P6MYGC8

Gate quotes!

16/12/2019

Read through the exam advice in your Unseen Poetry revision
booklet given to you in class. Attempt one of the practice
questions.

Read through the exam advice in your Unseen Poetry revision booklet
given to you in class. Attempt one of the practice questions.

Unseen Poetry 1
hour
Gate quotes!

23/12/19
CHRISTMAS
HOLS

Revise your quotations and plot knowledge for each text.

Revise your quotations and plot knowledge for each text.

30/12/2019
CHRISTMAS
HOLS

Re-visit your Anthology poems. Revise your key quotations.
Revise the context of each poem. Test yourself without looking at
your notes! What can you say about the context of each poem?
‘London’ podcast below:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zHp8eVi27Nw&index=4&list
=PL-rK0dB2k__fdfjVyzgmJLIKBIsq221lX

Have a rest!

